Geographical patterns in body size have been described across a wide range of species, leading to the development of a series of fundamental biological rules. However, shape variables are less well-described despite having substantial consequences for organismal performance. Wing aspect ratio (AR) has been proposed as a key shape parameter that determines function in flying animals, with high AR corresponding to longer, thinner wings that promote high manoeuvrability, low speed flight, and low AR corresponding to shorter, broader wings that promote high efficiency long distance flight. From this principle it might be predicted that populations at range edges would exhibit low AR wings. I test this hypothesis using the riverine damselfly, Calopteryx maculata, sampled from 34 sites across its range margin in North America. Nine hundred and seven male specimens were captured from across the 34 sites (mean=26.7 ±2.9 SE per site), dissected and measured to quantify the area and length of all four wings. Geometric morphometrics were employed to investigate geographical variation in wing shape. The majority of variation in wing shape involved changes in wing aspect ratio, confirmed independently by geometric morphometrics and wing measurements. There was a weak positive relationship between wing aspect ratio and temperature, in line with work on other insects. However, there was a strong longitudinal pattern in which western populations exhibited lower wing aspect ratio. This longitudinal pattern may be related to increasing variability in precipitation from PrePrints 10 ABSTRACT 11 Geographical patterns in body size have been described across a wide range of species, leading to the 12 development of a series of fundamental biological rules. However, shape variables are less well-described 13 despite having substantial consequences for organism performance. Wing aspect ratio (AR) has been proposed 14 as a key shape parameter that determines function in flying animals, with high AR corresponding to longer, 15 thinner wings that promote high manoeuvrability, low speed flight, and low AR corresponding to shorter, 16 broader wings that promote high efficiency long distance flight. From this principle it might be predicted that 17 populations living in cooler areas would exhibit low AR wings to compensate for reduced muscle efficiency at 18 lower temperatures. I test this hypothesis using the riverine damselfly, Calopteryx maculata, sampled from 34 19 sites across its range margin in North America. Nine hundred and seven male specimens were captured from 20 across the 34 sites (mean=26.7 ±2.9 SE per site), dissected and measured to quantify the area and length of all 21 four wings. Geometric morphometrics were employed to investigate geographical variation in wing shape. The 22 majority of variation in wing shape involved changes in wing aspect ratio, confirmed independently by 23 geometric morphometrics and wing measurements. There was a weak positive relationship between wing aspect 24 ratio and temperature, in line with work on other insects. However, there was a much stronger longitudinal 25 pattern in which western populations exhibited lower wing aspect ratio. This longitudinal pattern may be related 26 to increasing variability in precipitation from east to west in North America. I discuss my findings in light of 27 research of the functional ecology of wing shape across vertebrate and invertebrate taxa. 
INTRODUCTION
31 Powered flight has evolved independently in four different lineages: the pterosaurs, insects, birds, and bats, 32 allowing animals to exploit novel niches and avoid predators. The adaptations that allowed each of these 33 transitions to an aerial niche represent a suite of similar traits that can be broken down into a number of 34 functional morphological components that influence inter-and intraspecific variation in flight performance.
35 First, absolute body size is correlated with dispersal ability across a wide range of taxa (Jenkins et al. 2007 ).
36 Second, the ratio of body mass to wing area -known as "wing loading" -has a strong influence on the amount 37 of thrust generated per wingbeat (Dudley 2002) . However, for the purposes of this study I am most interested in 38 the third component of variation: that of wing shape. One of the principle measures of functional variation in 39 wing shape is the length of the wing relative to the width, known as aspect ratio. In vertebrates, higher aspect 40 ratio (longer, thinner wings) is predicted to give faster and more efficient flight (Norberg 1989) and has been 41 shown to be associated with migratory species in birds (Mönkkönen 1995) . However, there has been speculation 42 that the benefits of high aspect ratio may be reduced or even reversed at the low Reynolds numbers experienced 43 by insects (Ennos 1989; Wootton 1992 ). This fact, along with the difference in the nature of flight -number, 44 structure and locomotory independence of wings -between birds and insects complicates the formation of 45 hypotheses concerning the implications of variation in odonate morphology ). The 46 literature on the functional relevance of insect wing morphology is heavily biased towards theory (Dudley 47 2002) , laboratory studies (Marden 1995) and observations of kinematics (Rüppell 1989 
176
177 It is generally considered that higher aspect ratios provide a benefit for longer-distance (Mönkkönen 1995) or 178 efficient, gliding flight (Ennos 1989) , although this is equivocal in Lepidoptera (Betts & Wootton 1988 PrePrints 
